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Engage Homepage Feature Roundup

5 Engage homepage hacks to save your sanity
Engage is here and there's no turning back! But if you're feeling a little oversaturated
with information, these 5 quick homepage tips will make your transition to the new
system a whole lot easier.

1. Give your old CORE bookmarks the boot
Delete those old CORE sign-in links and bookmark the new direct link to Engage
instead. https://score.force.com/s/. Click the “Sign in with Google” button and select
your SCORE email account from the list when you're ready to log in. So easy!

2. SEARCH feature fun
Our favorite new feature! Easily search for both clients and volunteers just by typing their
names into the white search bar at the top of the Engage home screen. Use the "Refine
By" filters on the left-hand side to narrow down or sort your search results.

3. Find your way HOME
It's easy to get lost when you're learning a new system, but just click the handy “Home”
link (it's on the far left of the blue navigation ribbon at the top of the site) and it will
quickly bring you back safely to the homepage.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=9d833224b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1672941221632553053&simpl=msg-f%3A1672941221632553053…
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4. Sorting magic
Seeking a specific client or session? You can expand the “My Sessions” list on the
center of your homepage just by clicking on "View All." From the full list you can sort by
name, date, and mentoring type and easily find exactly what you're looking for.

5. Easy peasy email access
You asked for it, and you got it! Click that "SCORE Email" link (two down from "Home" in
the blue navigation ribbon) and your Gmail inbox will pop right up in a separate window.
See the Homepage features in Engage

Still have questions?
You'll be surprised how many answers you can find in the official Engage FAQ. But if
you're still coming up short, Slack or email our Engage captains: Kelsey Munksgaard,
Whit Ford, or Linda Diou for technical support!

The suggestion box is open!
We're always looking for new ideas for trainings,
workshops, recruiting, and general ways to make
the organization a better, happier, and better-run
place. Tell us what's on your mind!
Submit a Suggestion
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